ABSTRACT Differential evolution (DE) is confirmed as a simple yet efficacious methodology to solve practical optimization problems. In this paper, we develop a new rotating crossover operator (RCO), to improve the optimization performance by utilizing multiangle searching strategy-based RCO. The proposed crossover scheme, different from conventional crossover operators, can generate trial vectors in control of the self-adaptive crossover parameter and rotation control vectors, which obey Lévy distribution. More specifically, trial vectors are generated diversely within circle regions around donor vectors and target vectors, by multiplying the rotation control vectors and difference of donor and target vectors. Rotation angles and radii are adjusted along with angles and moduli of the rotation control vectors. The proposed RCO operator can be easily applied to crossover strategies of other DE variants with minor changes. In order to verify the efficiency and generality of the algorithm, the proposed RCO scheme is respectively applied to the conventional DE variants and a state-of-the-art algorithm JADE, denoted as JADE-RCO. Further comparison experiments of JADE-RCO and other five efficient DE variants are conducted to confirm the superiority of the improved algorithm JADE-RCO. Series of experiments on a set of test functions in CEC 2013 demonstrate that the DE-RCO shows excellent performance in convergence rate and optimization ability comparing with classic and advanced evolutionary algorithms and it improves the performance of the original algorithms by 57%-96%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Differential evolution (DE), developed by Storn and Price [1] and Price et al. [2] , is indisputably one of the most efficient and versatile evolutionary computing algorithms. Since its emergence in 1995, it has been applied to various domains such as biology [3] - [5] , clinical medicine [6] - [8] , and engineering design [9] - [11] . Detailed summary and analysis of the latest literatures and some important development prospects are presented in [12] and [13] .
DE has been attracting attention of worldwide researchers since its emergence, and many variants of the original algorithm are developed with better performances in convergence rate, final accuracy, and robustness. The performance of DE is mainly affected by two factors, control parameters (i.e., population size and crossover control parameters) and basic evolution strategies. Many efforts have been made to enhance the convergence rate and the robustness of DE by adjusting these parameters, just like JADE [14] , ADE [15] , jDE [16] , and IDM [17] . As for mutation strategies, DE researchers have proposed various ingenious mutation strategies in recent years, such as CoDE [18] , proDE [19] , SaDE [20] , NSCCDE [21] , SPS [22] , and EPSDE [23] . Moreover, in [24] , fitness and diversity of the current population are taken into consideration for the selection of parents in the proposed mutation scheme. In [25] , Jani proposed a subtle method to overcome the shortcomings of the conventional mutation schemes by dividing the mutation operator into two parts. Moreover, Wang et al. [26] , verified that the restrained condition of conventional mutation operation could be eliminated for some classical DE versions and some state-of-the-art DE variants by a large number of experiments. As for crossover scheme, conventional binomial and exponential crossover strategies have been replaced by some more efficient crossover operations including JADE [14] , CPI-DE [27] , CoBiDE [28] , DE-EIG [29] , MODE [30] , HLXDE [31] , Multiple Exponential Recombination [32] , and MDE_pBX [33] . Although it is a promising research field, studies on the improvement of crossover scheme are very limited. Moreover, the conventional crossover scheme can not overcome the shortcomings of standard mutation scheme that there exits some invalid perturbations of the target vector in some cases.
In view of the above consideration, we propose the use of rotating crossover operation to cooperate with the popular binomial methods to enhance the searching capability of DE. Considering that as the most widely used crossover scheme, binomial recombination has high convergence rate and the exchanged variables have a random distribution after the inconsecutive crossover in this process [32] , we combine rotating crossover strategy with the conventional binomial crossover operator. Moreover, self-adaptive parameter control, which dynamically adapts parameters, is also adopted to enhance the robustness of the DE variants.
The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows. Section II describes the basic procedure of differential evolution and provides the motivation for our multiangle searching strategy-based rotating crossover operator. The proposed new algorithm, DE-RCO, is explained explicitly in Section III, especially the rotating crossover operator and the self-adaptive parameter control strategy. Simulation results for the comparison of DE-RCO with the classical DE, the efficient crossover scheme DE-EIG and JADE are shown in Section IV. JADE-RCO, the combination of RCO operator and JADE, is also compared with five other state-of-the-art DE variants in this section. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION: BASIC CONCEPTS AND MOTIVATION OF THE ROTATING CROSSOVER OPERATOR
The population-based search method DE begins by seeding the initial population of NP, D-dimensional vectors:
where G denotes the generation number, G = 0, 1, . . . , G max .
A. INITIALIZATION
The initial population is generated randomly constrained by the search bound at generation G = 0:
Thus, the jth component of the ith vector can be initialized as follow:
where rand i,j [0, 1] is a uniformly random value ranging from 0 to 1.
B. MUTATION
DE creates a donor vector − → V i,G for each member of target vector − → X i,G in the current population. There are various mutation schemes, of which the three most popular strategies are presented below:
2) ''DE/best/1''
3) ''DE/current-to-best/1''
Where the indices r1, r2, and r3 are distinct integers selected randomly from the set {1,2,. . . ,NP} and are all different from i. Scaling factor F is a positive number for scaling difference vectors. The vector − → X best,G represents the individual with the best fitness value in the population at generation G.
C. CROSSOVER
There exist two kinds of crossover strategies: exponential and binomial, but the more popular scheme is binomial crossover operator which is executed on each of D variables whenever a random number ranging from 0 to 1 is no more than the value of Cr. The scheme can be described as follow:
where i = 1, 2, . . . , NP, j = 1, 2, . . . , D, and index j rand ∈ [1, 2, . . . , D] is chosen randomly, which ensures that − → U i,G can get at least one component from − → V i,G . For each j, rand i,j (0, 1) is generated randomly between 0 and 1. Moreover, the probability that a component of the trial vector will be inherited from the mutant vector is controlled by Cr.
D. SELECTION
The target vector and trial vector compete to decide who survives based on the selection operator, which can be formulated as follows:
E. MOTIVATION OF THE DE-RCO ALGORITHM
In this part, we explore defects of conventional binomial crossover strategy in evolution. Taking binomial operator delineated in (8) as an example, it has been discussed in [13] that three possible trial vectors may be generated in a 2-D search space, by crossing the target vector − → X i,G with VOLUME 6, 2018
the donor vector − → V i,G in a uniform manner. These three trial vectors are analysed as follows: 1) both the components of the trial vector come from the donor vector, denoted as − → U i,G ; 2) the first component of the trial vector (j = 1) is inherited from − → V i,G while the second one (j = 2) comes from
similarly, the first component of the trial vector (j = 1) is inherited from − → X i,G and the second component (j = 2) comes from
i,G . Possible trial vectors generated by conventional crossover are presented in Fig. 1 . We can observe that there are three possible trial vectors formed by exchanging components of the target vector and the mutant vector in 2-D search space, which also means that we can only obtain trial vectors by translating target and mutant vectors along the axis. Thus the difference vectors of the offspring will still be parallel to axes. Thus, in the case that most of the difference vectors of target vectors are perpendicular to the same axis, standard binomial crossover operator will have problems exploring the search place for the loss of population diversity. Fig. 2 illustrates this situation by showing, for a rotated, highly conditioned elliptical function, the distribution of 2000 trial vectors (denoted as blue asterisks) obtained by running the DE/rand/1/bin algorithm with Cr set as 0.5 after generation 1, generation 500, and generation 1800.
There are 2 axes in Fig. 2 , where X 1 and X 2 represent the two dimension parameters respectively. In the case that most target vectors are perpendicular to the same axis, after 1 generation, the whole population is still located in a line which is perpendicular to the axis. After generation 500, the population still has similar abscissas, which is not dispersed appropriately. Comparing offspring of generation 500 with that of generation 1800, the population has similar distribution and trial vectors cannot converge to the global optimum. Although some trial vectors can be produced near global optimum point, the exploring efficiency is too low and its robustness is not strong enough to be reliable.
Based on the above discussion, we attempt to overcome the defects of the standard binomial crossover operator, and propose a multiangle searching strategy-based rotating crossover operator, RCO. This scheme is more likely to avoid the population generating inferior individuals by expanding the search space tactically and guiding the evolution of the population toward global optimum efficiently.
III. MULTIANGLE SEARCHING STRATEGY-BASED ROTATING CROSSOVER OPERATOR
As discussed in Section II, there are three possible trial vectors resulting from crossing the donor vector − → V i,G with the target vector − → X i,G uniformly in 2-D search space, which may lead to premature convergence.
A. CONCEPTS AND SIMPLE FRAMEWORK OF DE-RCO
The aim of the proposed new crossover strategy RCO is to inherit the main advantages of traditional crossover operators while providing a more robust performance in handling different types of population. Thus, rotating crossover operator is introduced to enhance the searching ability and lead the population moving toward a more promising region.
First, considering that binomial recombination has problems guiding the evolution to the global optimum in the case that initial population is perpendicular to axes, we use rotation control vectors − → R and binary direction control parameter sym to generate trial vectors around target vectors or mutant vectors in certain angle and distance. Binary parameter sym is adopted to control the direction (either positive for forward or negative for backward) of crossover and rotation control vectors − → R are adopted to control rotation angles and radii of the operator.
Second, as the most widely used crossover scheme in DE literatures, binomial recombination has two main advantages: 1) the crossover probability can be conveniently controlled by adapting parameter Cr, and 2) during binomial operation, all possible trial vectors can be generated by recombining the mutant vector and target vector in 2 D search space [32] .
On the one hand, RCO scheme tends to increase the diversity by forming trial vectors rotating around donor vectors or target vectors. On the other hand, greedy convergence and the population diversity can be mutually exclusive. Thus, in this paper, to reduce the risk of ineffective behavior of multiangle searching strategy and make a balance between exploration and exploitation, we introduce rotation probability P(P = 0.5) to combine the conventional binomial crossover scheme with multiangle searching strategy-based operator.
The main contribution of RCO crossover operator lies in exchanging the information between target vectors and mutant vectors using the given crossover scheme rather than the conventional binomial recombination. The proposed RCO crossover scheme can generate trial vectors by rotating around donor vectors or target vectors in control of rotation vectors, whose modes and angles can lead flexible search space and diverse offspring.
B. MAJOR OPERATION
Aiming at not losing generality and enhancing the portability, the main framework of the standard DE such as initial population, mutation strategy and selection scheme is not changed. In this way, the proposed crossover strategy will be introduced in detail in the following part.
First of all, the rotation radius of the NP D-dimensional population can be defined as follows:
Where − → r i,G denotes the difference of − → V and − → X , and − → RA controls the rotation angles and radii of the operator, namely. | − → RA i,G | represents the rotating radius of the trial vector distributing around target vectors or donor vectors. Moreover, θ(RA i,G ) denotes the rotation angle of the trial vector. To ensure that trial vectors can be generated around target vectors or donor vectors in each direction with equal probability, a binary parameter sym is introduced to control the direction of the rotation, which has two values 1 and −1. When sym is equal to 1, the direction of the vector is from V to X , and when sym is equal to −1, the direction is opposite.
The two values occur with the same probability. Moreover, symbol * represents the multiplication of corresponding elements of each vector, for example,
Symbol · denotes multiplication of a scalar and a vector, for example,
Rotating control vector is set up as follows:
Where G denotes the current generation. Rotation radius decreases with the increase of the generation, which will accelerate the convergence in the later stages of evolution.
The adjusting parameter − → R * obeys Lévy distribution:
Where m and n represent the vector scale, µ and σ are the location parameter and scaling parameter, respectively. The Lévy distribution proposed by P.Lévy, is a kind of probability distributions with an infinite second moment that can be described in the following formulation [34] :
Where R 0 represents field of real numbers and the generic expression R is not adopted to avoid confusion with the above symbols. The Cauchy and Gaussian probability distribution are both the special cases of the Lévy distribution, and the Lévy distribution has much longer tail. Therefore, the offspring controlled by the Lévy distribution can be quite different from their parents [34] . In this proposed crossover operator, − → R * is also D-dimensional parameter vector, whose individual is formed independently under the Lévy distribution with mean value of zero.
As explained above, trial vectors in rotating crossover are formulated as follow: (14) rand ( i, j) is generated randomly between 0 and 1. The crossover rate Cr ∈ [0, 1] represents the approximately true VOLUME 6, 2018 probability of the trial vector that will be generated around trial vector or donor vector. If the random number is less than Cr or j is equal to j rand , the rotation control vector
/2) will be added to the mutant vector − → V i,G , and then the trial vector will be generated around the mutation vector. In contrast, the rotation control vector will be added to the target vector, and the trial vector will be generated around − → X i,G . Inspired by [14] , according to a normal distribution with standard deviation 0.1 and mean value µ Cr , the crossover probability Cr i is generated at each generation G.
Successful crossover control parameters Cr i s are included in S Cr at generation G. As for µ Cr , whose initial value is 0.5, it is replaced by a better value after each generation as
Where positive constant c ranges from 0 to 1 and mean(·) is the Lehmer mean
Individuals have a better chance to survive when they are generated with more appropriate control parameters of which the values should be delivered to the following generation. Recent successful Cr i s can be recorded to guide the generation of new Cr i s. Thus, we make the combination of these two operators and parameter P (0 < P < 1) is introduced to adjust the weight of the proposed crossover and binomial crossover operator. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the pseudocode of DE-RCO.
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of RCO Framework
Require: set Iter_max = 2000; µ Cr = 0.5; P = 0.5;
for i = 1 to NP do 3: Standard mutation Step 4: Crossover Step: 5: Generate Cr i = randn i (µ Cr , 0.1) 6: if rand<P then 7:
8:
− → R * = randlevy(NP, Dim, 0, 1)
12:
for j = 1 : Dim do 14: if rand<0.5 then 
else 23 :
end if 25: end for 26: end if 27: end for 28: µ Cr = (1 − c) · µ Cr + c · mean(S Cr ) 29 : end while
C. EXPLANATION OF ROTATING CROSSOVER OPERATOR
The detailed framework of RCO has been introduced above, and the following example will give a further explanation of the proposed crossover scheme in 2-D search space. First of all, assume that v 2 ) , and sym i = 1. Then, corresponding to (14), we have following expressions:
Where X 1 = (v 1 − x 1 )/2 and X 2 = (v 2 − x 2 )/2. As it was defined above, symbol * represents the multiplication of 
Thus, the length of the rotation vector can be adjusted along with different vector − → R . Moreover, the angle of the rotation is
In (21), there are three different situations:
, and the trial vector will be formed within the space whose angle is bigger than that of (
, and the trial vector will be generated within the space whose angle is smaller than that of (
. Thus, the rotation angles and the radii of gyration can be adjusted by varied vectors − → R . Fig. 4 presents the details of the example in 2-D search space and gives two possible trial vectors generated by the proposed RCO crossover operator. The example in Fig. 4 is same as that in Fig. 3 , while it gives a detailed explanation of the proposed crossover operator. There are two kinds of − → RA in this picture and the two situations are denoted by red and green vector respectively. In this picture, the blue dotted line indicates (
In the first instance, r1 = r2 and − → RA i,G is marked as red. since r1 = r2, the direction of − → RA i,G will remain unchanged and it is same as that of (
In the second instance, since r1 = r2 , the direction of the green vector − → RA i,G will be different from that of (
Thus, we can obtain vectors with different directions and the rotation will be achieved in this way.
Total search space are presented in Fig. 5 . The green region and the red region denote the possible landscapes of the offspring generated by the proposed RCO scheme around target vectors and donor vectors, respectively. While the blue points represent the three different trial vectors formed in binomial crossover scheme. It is obvious that the search space is dramatically enlarged from three points to an approximate circular space around the mutant individuals and target individuals by taking the advantage of these two crossover operators. Further comparative experiments on rotated high conditioned elliptic function are conducted and the results are presented in Fig. 6 . An empirical distribution of 2000 trial vectors obtained by running DE/rand/1/bin algorithm (denoted as blue asterisks) and DE-RCO algorithm (signed as red asterisks) with CR = 0.5 after generation 1, generation 500 and generation 1800 are illustrated in this figure.
From Fig. 6 , we can observe that the landscape of the offspring generated by DE-RCO are enlarged quickly in generation 1 while distributions of the blue individuals formed by DE/rand/1/bin are concentrated on two vertical lines. After 500 generations, the red individuals converge to the global optimum, meanwhile, the distribution accords with contour lines of the function. On the other hand, the blue population have already stopped searching and converged to three vertical lines which is rather far from the global optimum. By all accounts, DE/rand/1/bin has problems guiding the population to the global optimum in this case, while DE-RCO is more likely to present a better performance.
IV. EMPIRICAL STUDY
To evaluate the optimization performance of the new crossover operator, the proposed DE-RCO recombination will be implemented with three classical DE mutation schemes, namely DE/rand/1, DE/best/1, and DE/ currentto-best/1. Twenty-eight representative benchmark problems from the special session and competition on real parameter optimization held under CEC 2013 (f 1 − f 28 ) [35] are VOLUME 6, 2018 28 is from −1400 to 1400 with an interval of 100. To evaluate the optimization performance and universal property of the proposed DE-RCO and present different aspects of it, the following experiments are divided into four parts. The proposed RCO crossover strategy is incorporated into the conventional DE crossover operators in Section IV-A, with performance evaluation and comparison of the original DE algorithms and the improved variants. Section IV-B compare the performance of the proposed crossover scheme and a novel DE variants with outstanding crossover operator, DE-EIG. Section IV-C discuss the suitability of the DE-RCO for an efficient DE variant, JADE. Moreover, performance of the modified algorithm JADE-RCO which combines JADE with RCO operator and five efficient DE variants are compared in Section IV-D. In this part, convergence rate of the proposed JADE -RCO and five other algorithms CoDE, SaDE, jDE, EPSDE, and DE-EIG are also discussed.
A. MULTIANGLE SEARCHING STRATEGY-BASED ROTATING CROSSOVER OPERATOR IN DE
The performance of DE-RCO with rotating crossover operator is compared with those variants with binomial recombination. We denote the rotating variants of the conventional algorithms as DE/rand/1/RCO, DE/best/1/RCO, and DE/ c-t-b/1/RCO. For all binomial crossover algorithms, F is set as 0.4, Cr is set as 0.5, the maximum number of evolution generations is set as 2000, and the weight control parameter is set as 0.5. Table 1 and Table 2 present the standard deviations and the mean value of the best-of-run errors obtained by running 30 times independently on 30-D and 60-D benchmarks, respectively. In order to judge whether the results of RCO crossover variants and binomial variants differ in a statistically significant way, a nonparametric statistical test named Wilcoxon rank-sum test [36] is implemented at the 5% significance level. The better solution with the smaller error mean value of each pair of conventional DE algorithms and the corresponding rotating crossover variants will be marked as boldface font. Moreover, ''+'' represents the cases that the performance of the original algorithm is worse than that of the proposed operator and we mark the cases with ''−'' when the proposed algorithm performs worse than the other one. When the two algorithms have no obvious performance difference, it will be marked as ''=''. The percentage of the last row in the table represents the optimization rate which is the ratio of the quantity of ''+'' to the quantity of ''+'' and ''−''.
Evaluation solutions of original DE algorithms and the corresponding RCO variants conducted over 30-D CEC 2013 benchmark sets are presented in Table 1 . We can observe that RCO crossover operator can perform well cooperating with conventional explorative and exploitative mutation strategies. The proposed multiangle searching strategy-based rotating crossover scheme improves the performance of most unimodal functions (f 1 − f 5 ). For DE/rand/1, the RCO version significantly outperforms the bin version in 18 out of 28 functions and the two operations get similar results in 4 out of 28 functions. The optimization rate can reach 75%. For DE/best/1, the proposed strategy also provides significantly better performance on 15 out 28 benchmarks and get approximately equal results on 4 problems. The optimization rate can reach 62%. Moreover, for DE/c-t-b/1, there are 13 and 8 functions out of 28 functions where the rotating crossover operator exhibits better performance and similar results respectively. Under this circumstance, the optimization rate can reach 65%. As we discussed before, f 1 − f 5 are unimodal functions, functions f 6 − f 20 are basic multimodal functions, and functions f 21 − f 28 are composition functions. In Table 1 , the presented rotating crossover operator can obtain better or similar performance in most unimodal functions (f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , and f 5 ). For DE/rand/1, DE-RCO acquires better or equal results in multimodal benchmarks with the exception of f 11 , f 14 , and f 17 . For DE/best/1, the multiangle searching strategybased crossover reveals better or equal performance on 8 out of 15 multimodal benchmarks (f 6 , f 7 , f 9 , f 10 , f 11 , f 16 , f 18 , and f 19 ). For DE/c-t-b/1, the proposed strategy achieves significant improvement or similar performance on 9 out of 15 multimodal problems. For the three strategies, either similar or better performance can be obtained in 5, 6, and 4 out of 8 composition functions. The optimal rates can reach from 62% to 75%.
Experimental results on the 28 functions of CEC 2013 for 60 dimensions are summarized in Table 2 . Although problems with higher dimensions are more difficult to deal with, the improvement performance is similar with that of 30-D functions. For DE/rand/1, the proposed rotating crossover strategy demonstrates significantly better or similar results in 19 out of 28 functions. For DE/best/1, DE-RCO displays important performance improvement and similar performance in 20 of the 28 functions. AS for DE/c-t-b/1, the proposed algorithm presents better or similar performance in 23 functions except for f 11 , f 14 , f 15 , f 17 , and f 22 . Similar with results of 30-D problems, when incorporated with DE/rand/1, DE/best/1, and DE/c-t-b/1, the proposed crossover operator is able to significantly improve the performance of most unimodal functions (f 2 , f 3 , f 4 , and f 5 ). Furthermore, for the three operators, better performance and similar results can be achieved in 9, 9, and 11 out of 15 multimodal functions respectively. As for DE/rand/1, the proposed scheme can obtain either significantly better or similar performance in composition functions except for f 25 and f 27 . For DE/best/1, except for function f 22 and f 23 , the proposed rotating crossover operator can get similar and better performance in composition functions. For DE/c-t-b/1, better and similar performance can be obtained except for f 22 . The optimal rates can reach from 57% to 69%. Overall, the proposed RCO operator can remarkably improve the performance of conventional DE algorithms by replacing the original crossover scheme skillfully.
B. COMPARISON OF THE TWO BASIC CROSSOVER OPERATORS
In this part, the proposed crossover operator is compared with an efficient crossover scheme, DE-EIG [29] . In [29] , information about the eigenvectors of covariance matrix of the results are utilized to guide the evolution. Table 3 presents the simulation results of DE-EIG and JADE-RCO on CEC 2013 benchmark sets over 30-D. The two crossover strategies are all applied to the basic mutation operators. From the results, we can find that the proposed crossover operator RCO can outperform the EIG in 19 of 28 test functions. The improvement rate reaches to 79%, which can demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed RCO algorithm.
C. PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT OF AN EFFICIENT DE VARIANT
In this part, the multiangle searching strategy-based rotating crossover operator is implemented in a powerful efficient DE variant, JADE [14] . The original JADE develop a sophisticated mutation scheme DE/current-to-pbest with external archive and adjusting control parameters by learning from the successful experiences in forming promising solutions. More specifically, the proposed multiangle searching strategy-based rotating crossover will replace crossover operator in JADE and other mechanisms of the original JADE will be reserved. The performance of the modified JADE will be compared with that of the original method. Parameter settings of JADE with external archive are consistent with the original literature [14] .
The purpose of this implementation is to further investigate the behavior of the proposed operator when incorporated with the predominant DE variant. Both the 30-D and 60-D versions of f 1 -f 28 from CEC-13 benchmark sets will be tested. For all algorithms, NP = 5 * D and maximum number of fitness evaluaions is 2000. The F value used in JADE and JADE-RCO will be adapted via the parameter adaptation mechanism in JADE. For all the remaining parameters in JADE, the recommended parametric setup in the original literature is utilized. Table 4 presents the standard deviation and mean value of the best-of-run errors by running each algorithm 30 times independently. Also, Wilcoxin rank sum is adopted and the entries that significantly outperform their counterparts are marked in bold. Table 4 are the simulation results of JADE and JADE-RCO on CEC 2013 benchmark sets over 30-D and 60-D. From Table 4 , the modified JADE variant with RCO crossover operator provides either similar or better performance than the original algorithm in 25 of 28 30-D problems and 22 of 28 benchmarks in 60-D cases. The optimization rates are 80% and 74%, respectively. For unimodal functions (f 1 − f 5 ), the proposed rotating crossover scheme does not show notable improvement. Considering that unimodal functions are relatively simple problems and JADE adopts greedy strategies, the original version of JADE has already achieved good results and the proposed RCO crossover strategy may be unable to improve the performance of the unimodal problems significantly. Furthermore, the proposed multiangle searching strategy-based rotating crossover operator can significantly enhance the performance of JADE in most multimodal functions and composition functions over both 30 dimensions and 60 dimensions. This observation indicates that replacing binomial recombination with rotating crossover recombination has enhanced the robustness of JADE in solving multimodal and composition problems.
D. COMPARING JADE VARIANT WITH EXISTING DE VARIANTS
In this subsection, the JADE variant (JADE-RCO), which combines original JADE with the proposed multiangle searching strategy-based rotating crossover operator, is compared with several existing DE variants: CoDE [18] , SaDE [20] , jDE [16] , EPSDE [23] , and DE-EIG [29] . In CoDE, various crossover schemes are combined to improve the performance of DE. In SaDE, proposed by Qin et al. [20] , information of the previous evolution process are adopted to lead the trial vector generation schemes and their control parameter value to a better trend. Brest et al. [16] proposed jDE, which improves the performance of conventional DE by adapting F i and Cr i of each individual skillfully. In EPSDE [23] , a set of different mutation and crossover schemes and various control parameters are combined to generate offspring, of which the better one survives. In DE-EIG [29] , information about the eigenvectors of covariance matrix of the results are utilized to guide the evolution. In these five variants, parameters are set to be the same as that of their original papers. Moreover, dimension value D is set as 30 in these experiments. Table 5 summarizes the experimental results. As described before, error values of ''Mean'' and ''Std'' denote the average and standard deviation values of function error values acquired by running 30 times independently. Wilcoxons rank sum test at a 0.05 significance level is applied to JADE-RCO, CoDE, SaDE, jDE, EPSDE, and DE-EIG. ''+'', ''−'', and ''='' denote that the performance of each algorithm is worse than, better than, or similar to that of JADE-RCO, respectively.
1) UNIMODAL FUNCTIONS f 1 − f 5
From Table 5 , it is obviously that JADE-RCO performs better than jDE, DE-EIG, and EPSDE on four, two, and three unimodal functions, respectively. SaDE is unable to outperform JADE-RCO on any test functions. Moreover, JADE-RCO presents better or similar performance comparing with CoDE except for f 4 . The excellent performance of JADE-RCO contributes to its efficient searching scheme, which increases VOLUME 6, 2018 the population diversity by enlarging searching region systematically.
2) MULTIMODAL FUNCTIONS f 6 − f 20 In terms of multimodal functions, JADE-RCO outperforms CoDE, SaDE, jDE, DE-EIG, and EPSDE on ten, twelve, nine, eleven, and twelve multimodal functions, respectively. In contrast, CoDE, SaDE, jDE, DE-EIG, and EPSDE can outperform JADE-RCO on five, one, two, one, and one, respectively. It is worth noting that for f 6 , f 7 , f 12 , f 13 , f 17 , f 18 , and f 20 , JADE-RCO is significantly better than all the other five state-of-the-art algorithms.
3) COMPOSITION FUNCTIONS f 21 − f 28
JADE-RCO is remarkably better than CoDE, SaDE, jDE, EPSDE, and DE-EIG on six, four, five, six, and eight test functions respectively.
In summary, JADE-RCO performs best among the five algorithms over unimodal functions, multimodal functions, and composition functions. Considering that the proposed multiangle searching strategy-based rotating crossover scheme can enhance the exploration ability of the original algorithms by searching trial vectors surrounding around the target vectors and mutation vectors in a certain method, the combination of JADE and RCO scheme can outperform the other five efficient algorithms on most test functions. Moreover, the optimal rates can reach from 83% to 96%. The evolution curves of the mean function error values of CoDE, SaDE, jDE, EPSDE, JADE, JADE-RCO, and DE-EIG are plotted in Fig.7 over some typical test functions.
The convergence rate and reliability of the seven DE variants can be obtained from the results presented from Fig. 7 . It shows convergence graphs for the DE variants of 30-dimensional CEC 2013 benchmark functions, namely, f 3 , f 7 , f 12 , f 13 , f 24 , and f 27 , which are selected from unimodal functions, multimodal functions and composition functions, respectively. In this figure, the graphs demonstrate best solution error value curves. The horizontal axis represents evolution generation. The vertical axis represents error value of the best fitness value and the error value of the corresponding test functions. Generally, the combination of JADE and the proposed multiangle searching strategy-based crossover scheme, JADE-RCO, provides better performance in the graph. As for the function f 3 , the JADE-RCO shows a superior performance in the convergence graph. Though before generation 200, JADE performs better and converges faster than JADE-RCO, after generation 200 the convergence speed of JADE-RCO overtakes JADE and all the other DE variants. We can observe that JADE-RCO has the smallest error value comparing with the other six algorithms in function f 7 . Moreover, the proposed multiangle searching strategy-based rotating crossover scheme can not only enhance the convergence rate of JADE but also improve the performance of the original algorithm. In the test f 12 , before 400 generation, JADE, EPSDE, and CoDE outperform JADE-RCO. However, after generation 500, JADE-RCO converges to the optimal point with the smallest value. Also, JADE-RCO has the smallest error value after generation 600, as shown in the convergence graph of f 13 . As for the test function f 24 , before generation 200, JADE-RCO is overtaken by CoDE, SaDE, and EPSDE, while JADE-RCO converges more rapidly than the other six algorithms after generation 400. As for function f 27 , JADE-RCO converges to the optimal point at generation 400 which is earlier than that of all the other DE variants with the smallest solution error. Considering that the greedy convergence and population diversity can be mutually exclusive, the proposed algorithm increases the diversity by rotating around the target vectors and the mutation vectors which will lead the convergence rate a little bit slower than some algorithms, while the rotation radius decreases with the increase of the generation, which will accelerate the convergence in the later stages of evolution. Generally speaking, it appears that the proposed multiangle searching strategybased rotating crossover scheme accelerates the convergence rate of JADE and performs either similar or better than the other five DE variants in most cases.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an effective multiangle searching-based rotating crossover strategy is proposed, which can be implemented in DE algorithms with minor changes. The proposed DE-RCO algorithm enlarges the diversity of the population and enhances the searching ability by introducing rotating control vectors − → RA which can adjust the searching angle and distance. To make a balance between exploration and exploitation for DE algorithms, parameter P is adopted to adjust the ratio between the binomial crossover and the rotating crossover operator. Moreover, the RCO operator can be easily implemented in other DE variants with minor changes. In our experiments, the best value of P is 50%, which can optimize the performance of the three conventional DE algorithms and the state-of-the-art DE variant JADE over CEC 2013 benchmark functions. Moreover, comparison of JADE-RCO, the combination of JADE and the proposed rotating crossover strategy, with other five efficient algorithms denote that JADE-RCO outperforms the other five state-of-the-art algorithms in either convergence rate and fitness value.
In summary, when incorporating the proposed DE-RCO algorithm in three standard DE algorithms and the efficient DE variant JADE, it demonstrates solid performance gains in most cases.
The present paper can be extended in some considerable directions. Crossover operator is really promising research field, and future works may focus on a more subtle rotating searching strategy that can be generally embedded in other DE variants and providing a more efficient parameter adjusting mechanism which can be combined with the crossover strategy. 
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